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Sticking to the plan: On track for a surplus in 2019-20
Highlights


Saskatchewan’s 2017-18 deficit is now estimated at $595 million (0.8% of GDP), $13.6 million more than in the mid-year
update and $101 million less than in the 2017-18 Budget.



For 2018-19 the deficit is forecast at $365.3 million (0.4% of GDP), a $230 million improvement over the fiscal year just
ended. Surpluses are projected over each of the following three years, amounting to $212 million (0.2% of GDP) in fiscal
year 2021-22. Expense control is a key element in keeping on track with the plan to eliminate the deficit.



No increases in tax rates, but the second stage of the personal income tax rate reduction (half a percentage point scheduled
to take effect on July 1rst 2019) is postponed for the time being. Also, the Budget announces the elimination of the PST
exemption for used light vehicles and on Energy Star ® certified appliances, effective April 11, 2018. The 2018-19 Budget
does not incorporate any revenue from the sale of cannabis in this initial year.



The Budget introduces the Saskatchewan Value-added Agriculture Incentive that will provide a non-refundable Corporation
Income Tax credit equal to 15% of qualifying new capital expenditures, the Saskatchewan Technology Start-up Incentive will
provide a non-refundable tax credit equal to 45% of qualifying new investments made in eligible small businesses.



From 1.5% assumed in 2017, real GDP growth is forecast to rise at 1.3% in 2018 and an average 2.3% over the next four years.
Nominal GDP growth, assumed at 4.9% in 2017, is forecast at 4.0% in 2018, with growth averaging 4.4% over the next four
years.



The price of West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil is expected to average US$59 a barrel this year, up from $US50.78 a barrel
in 2017. WTI is projected to stay at $US59 in 2019 and to increase to $US62 in 2020, $US68 in 2021 and $US72 in 2022. From
$US180.58 per KCI tonne in 2017, potash prices are expected to increase to $US190.43 in 2018 and to rise by about $US3
dollar a year afterwards. The price stated in $CAD, on which royalties are based, is forecast to increase from $384 per K2O
tonne in 2017 to $398 in 2018 and to hover without tendency around that level over the next four years. The Canadian dollar
is assumed to appreciate somewhat each year over the planning horizon, therefore not contributing to increase resource
revenue.



Public debt, which was estimated at 22.5% of GDP at the end of last March, is expected to reach 24.4% of GDP at the end
of the current fiscal year, and to top at 25.1% of GDP at the end of the fiscal year 2019-20, the ratio projected to edge
down in the next two years.



The borrowing requirements, estimated at $2.4 billion in 2017-18, are estimated to be $3.2 billion in 2018-19. Of this
amount, $586 million is for the purpose of refinancing maturing debt, $400 million is increased debt for GRF operations,
and the majority of the remaining amount is to assist with the financing of capital expenditures. The 2018-19 borrowing
requirements include $600 million of borrowing that pertains to capital expenditures of 2019-20.
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The third quarter update
In the third quarter financial update, 2017-18 budget figures
were restated to conform to the Public Accounts regarding
pension expense. Pension costs on an accrual basis are now
included in expense and deficit calculations. In the table on
page 4, this restatement affected the 2017-18 budget figures
in the following way:



Debt servicing was increased by $224.8 million.
Program expenditures was decreased by $213.5 million,
of which $112.3 million applied to education.

In the third quarter financial update, the deficit for 2017-18
was forecast at $595 million (0.8% of GDP), $13.6 million
more than in the mid-year update and $101 million less than
in the (restated) 2017-18 Budget. Compared to the mid-year
update, revenue was revised down $168.6 million mainly due
to downward revisions to taxation revenue and federal
transfers (these were partly offset by upward revisions in
Government business enterprise (GBE) net income, nonrenewable resources revenue and other own-source revenue)
while expenditures were revised down $155.3 million.

On the path to deficit elimination
In 2017-18, faced with challenging years marked by resource
revenue that declined by more than $1 billion, due largely to
low oil and potash prices, the Government charted a threeyear plan to reduce the province’s dependency on resource
revenue and balance the budget in 2019-20. Budget 2018-19
keeps that plan on track by controlling government spending,
while at the same time making important new investments
targeted in health, education and social services.
For 2018-19, the deficit is projected at $365 million,
$230 million less than the forecast for 2017-18. Total revenue
is expected to improve $300 million (+2.2%) while expense is
projected to increase $71 million (+0.5%). Excluding debt
servicing, the projected increase in program expenditures is
even thinner, at $20 million (+0.1%).
The increase in total revenue is due to higher tax revenue,
non-renewable resource revenue and federal transfers,
partially offset by decreases in GBE net income and other
own-source revenue. Tax revenue is budgeted to increase
$419 million from the 2017-18 forecast. Provincial Sales Tax
(PST) revenue is budgeted accounts for $226 million,
primarily due to the elimination of the PST exemption on used
light vehicles, the full-year impact of last year’s expansion of
the PST to insurance premiums (excluding agriculture, life
and health premiums), and growth in the taxable base as a
result of increased economic activity. Individual and
Corporation Income Tax revenue are budgeted to increase
$129 million and $31 million, respectively. The increases are
primarily due to significant negative prior-year adjustments
experienced in 2017-18 that are not forecast to repeat in

2018‐19. All other taxes are budgeted to increase by a
combined $33 million.
Non-renewable resource revenue is assumed to increase by
$62 million, while remaining well below levels experienced in
recent years. The 2018-19 Budget forecast of $1.5 billion is
$1.1 billion lower than actual revenue collected in 2014-15.
Oil and natural gas royalties are budgeted to increase of $39
million from the 2017-18 forecast, with oil production edging
up 0.4%. Potash revenue is forecast to increase $9 million.
Resource Surcharge revenue is forecast to increase $20
million, largely due to higher oil and potash prices.
GBE net income is forecast to decrease $109 million largely
reflecting declines of $101 million and $25 million at the
Workers’ Compensation Board and the Auto Fund,
respectively, primarily due to one-time investment gains in
2017-18 that are not budgeted to repeat. In addition,
SaskEnergy is budgeted to decline $36 million, primarily due
to an expected return to normal weather conditions and more
typical gas marketing volumes. These declines are partially
offset by a $39 million increase at SaskPower mainly due to
the 3.5% rate increase that became effective on March 1,
2018 and an $11 million increase at SaskTel due to expected
growth in business and consumer revenue.
Other own-source revenue is budgeted to decrease
$92 million, largely due to non-recurring revenues in 2017-18
that are not budgeted to repeat, including investment
earnings, agricultural land sales, gains on the sale of assets,
out-of-province fire-fighting recoveries and miscellaneous
refunds.
Federal transfers are forecast to increase $20 million. The
Canada Health Transfer and Canada Social Transfer will
increase by $26 million and $6 million, respectively. All other
federal cost-sharing agreements are budgeted to decrease
$12 million, largely due to lower infrastructure contributions
related to agreements and projects that are winding down.
From 2018-19 to 2021-22, total revenue is assumed to grow at
an annual average of 2.9%, while expense growth is pegged at
1.6%. This explains why a surplus is assumed to emerge next
year and to expand in the two following years.

Expense control
The fact that in 2018-19, expense is projected to be at about
the same level as the 2017-18 forecast reflects the
continuation of the Government’s efforts to carefully manage
spending. Many ministries and agencies are forecasting lower
spending than in the previous fiscal year. Controlling
compensation costs, the largest single component of
Government’s expense, is key to keeping Saskatchewan’s
fiscal plan on track. In addition to negotiated settlements,
there is a target to achieve $70 million in savings over two
years, $35 million in this Budget and a further $35 million next
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fiscal year. This is largely through efficiency initiatives and
attrition.
An example of achieving efficiencies through positive change
is the creation of a single Saskatchewan Health Authority. The
consolidation of 12 regional authorities was completed last
year. Greater integration and coordination has resulted in
savings of $19 million in this Budget, from salaries, the
amalgamation of IT services, and lower board costs. The
Ministry of Central Services has reduced the size of its
government vehicle fleet budget by 14.7%, saving more than
$5 million, in part by using private rental cars where it proves
to be more efficient and cost effective.

Economic assumptions and revenue
sensitivity
For 2018, crop production is expected to be 34.4 million
tonnes, slightly less than in 2017 but still well above the 10year average. The price of West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil
is expected to average US$59.00 per barrel in 2018, up from
US$50.78 per barrel in 2017. As a result, drilling activity is
expected to improve. In 2018-19, average realized potash
prices are budgeted at US$191 per KCl tonne (C$399 per K2O
tonne), up from US$183 (C$388) in 2017-18. Sales are
expected to increase from 12.2 million K2O tonnes in 2017-18
to 12.6 million K2O tonnes in 2018-19.
The 10-month suspension of operations at the McArthur River
mine beginning in January 2018 is expected to reduce
uranium production significantly in 2018. Dampening the
outlook for Saskatchewan GDP growth this year. Nonetheless,
Saskatchewan real GDP is currently expected to rise by 1.3
per cent in 2018. Nominal GDP is forecast to increase by 4.0
per cent. Growth in 2019 is expected to improve. Real GDP is
forecast to grow by 2.5 per cent while nominal GDP is forecast
to increase by 4.3 per cent.
The value of the Canadian dollar is projected to average 78.34
U.S. cents in 2018-19, up from an average of 77.82 U.S. cents
in 2017-18. As the price of Saskatchewan resources are stated
in U.S. dollars on world markets, a higher exchange rate
translates to lower prices in Canadian dollars, all else being
equal.
For 2018-19 it is estimated that:
• a US$1 per barrel change in the average WTI oil price results
in an estimated $16 million change in oil royalties;
• a US$10 per KCl tonne (C$21 per K2O tonne) change in the
average realized potash price results in an estimated $35
million change in potash royalties; and,
• a 1 U.S. cent change in the average exchange rate results
in an estimated $21 million change in non-renewable resource
revenue.

Budget measures
There are no increases in tax rates in the Budget. However,
some planned reductions in tax rates or exemptions are
foregone. The 2017-18 Budget announced that the personal
income tax rates would be reduced in two stages – an initial
half-point reduction on July 1, 2017 and a second half-point
reduction on July 1, 2019. The 2018-19 Budget announces a
temporary freeze to the tax rate reduction plan. For the time
being, tax rates will remain at the current level determined
by the implementation of the first-stage reduction. Also, the
Budget announces the elimination of the PST exemption for
used light vehicles and on Energy Star ® certified appliances,
effective April 11, 2018.
The Budget introduces the Saskatchewan Value-added
Agriculture Incentive that will provide a non-refundable
Corporation Income Tax credit equal to 15% of qualifying new
capital expenditures, the Saskatchewan Technology Start-up
Incentive will provide a non-refundable tax credit equal to
45% of qualifying new investments made in eligible small
businesses. The 2018-19 Budget does not incorporate any
revenue from the sale of cannabis in this initial year.

Debt and borrowing
Public debt (net of sinking funds) at March 31, 2018 is forecast
to be $448.2 million lower than estimated at last year’s
budget, due primarily to lower GBEs debt. For 2018-19, public
debt is expected to increase by $2.3 billion. This is primarily
due to $1.5 billion of new borrowings to enable the General
Revenue Fund (GRF) to finance infrastructure assets for the
Saskatchewan Builds Capital Plan, $0.5 billion of increased
debt for the utility Crown corporations and $0.4 billion for
GRF operations. These increases are slightly offset by
reductions in the debt of other government service
organizations.
Public debt, which was estimated at 22.5% of GDP at the end
of last March, is expected to reach 24.4% of GDP at the end
of the current fiscal year, and to top at 25.1% of GDP at the
end of the fiscal year 2019-20, the ratio projected to edge
down in the next two years.
The borrowing requirements, estimated at $2.4 billion in
2017-18, are estimated to be $3.2 billion in 2018-19. Of this
amount, $586 million is for the purpose of refinancing
maturing debt, $400 million is increased debt for GRF
operations, and the majority of the remaining amount is to
assist with the financing of capital expenditures. The 2018-19
borrowing requirements include $600 million of borrowing
that pertains to capital expenditures of 2019-20. Borrowing
these funds in advance capitalizes on the current
environment of historically low interest rates.

Marc Pinsonneault
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Saskatchewan
$000 000

Budget
2017-18

Forecast
2017-18

Budget
2018-19

2019-20

Plan
2020-21

2021-22

14,165.1
7,286.6
2,049.5
1,406.4
1,053.7
1,964.9
2,453.5

13,943.0
6,796.3
1,929.5
1,419.7
1,186.5
2,098.2
2,442.3

14,243.5
7,214.9
2,155.0
1,482.1
1,078.0
2,006.5
2,462.0

14,761.0

15,114.0

15,518.0

14,811.1
14,205.4
5,627.4
3,531.0
5,047.0
605.7
(250.0)
300.0
(696.0)

14,538.0
13,934.7
5,730.0
3,449.4
4,755.3
603.3
(595.0)

14,608.8
13,954.2
5,765.3
3,263.3
4,925.6
654.6
(365.3)

14,755.0

15,006.0

15,306.0

6.0

108.0

212.0

9,062.5
9,137.5
18,200.0
22.6%

9,027.8
8,724.0
17,751.8
22.5%

10,775.1
9,259.8
20,034.9
24.4%

12,000.0
9,500.0
21,500.0
25.1%

12,600.0
9,700.0
22,300.0
25.0%

13,300.0
9,800.0
23,100.0
24.8%

10,780.8
696.0
1,487.5
(582.9)
12,243.7

10,191.9
595.0
1,558.9
(571.2)
11,774.6

11,774.6
365.3
1,118.0
(610.1)
12,647.8

12,647.8
(6.0)

(108.0)

(212.0)

2,717.0
1,062.0
555.0
1,100.0

2,369.3
714.3
555.0
1,100.0

3,206.1
731.1
975.0
1,500.0

7,784.4
11.3
7,795.7

7,786.1
(90.6)
7,695.5

7,695.5
(393.2)
7,302.3

Consolidated Budget
Total revenues
Taxes
of which provincial sales tax
Non-renewable resources
Net income from Government Business Enterprises
Other revenue
Transfers from the Government of Canada
Total spending
Program expenditure
As of Health
As of Education
As of Other
Debt servicing
Human Resources Compensation Measures
Contingency
Surplus (deficit) *

Public debt (end of year - net of sinking funds)
General Revenue Fund and Gov. Service organizations
Government Business Enterprises
Total: Public Debt
As a % of GDP

Net Debt
Beginning of year
Summary deficit (surplus)
Acquisition of Government Service Organization Capital Assets
Amorization, disposal and adjustments
End of year

Borrowing requirements
For Crown Corporations
For Government - operating
For Government - Capital Plan

Pension liabilities
Beginning of year
Adjustment to account for pension costs on an accrual basis
End of year
Source: Budget documents, Saskatchewan Ministry of Finance.
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General
This Report was prepared by National Bank Financial, Inc. (NBF), (a Canadian investment dealer, member of IIROC), an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of National Bank of Canada.
National Bank of Canada is a public company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
The particulars contained herein were obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable but are not guaranteed by us and may be incomplete and may be subject to change without
notice. The information is current as of the date of this document. Neither the author nor NBF assumes any obligation to update the information or advise on further developments relating
to the topics or securities discussed. The opinions expressed are based upon the author(s) analysis and interpretation of these particulars and are not to be construed as a solicitation or
offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein, and nothing in this Report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or
appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances. In all cases, investors should conduct their own investigation and analysis of such information before taking or omitting to take any
action in relation to securities or markets that are analyzed in this Report. The Report alone is not intended to form the basis for an investment decision, or to replace any due diligence or
analytical work required by you in making an investment decision.
This Report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. This Report is not directed at you if NBF or any affiliate distributing this Report is
prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy yourself before reading it that NBF is permitted to provide this
Report to you under relevant legislation and regulations.
National Bank of Canada Financial Markets is a trade name used by National Bank Financial and National Bank of Canada Financial Inc.
National Bank Financial Inc. or an affiliate thereof, owns or controls an equity interest in TMX Group Limited (“TMX Group”) and has a nominee director serving on the TMX
Group’s board of directors. As such, each such investment dealer may be considered to have an economic interest in the listing of securities on any exchange owned or
operated by TMX Group, including the Toronto Stock Exchange, the TSX Venture Exchange and the Alpha Exchange. No person or company is required to obtain products or
services from TMX Group or its affiliates as a condition of any such dealer supplying or continuing to supply a product or service.
Canadian Residents
NBF or its affiliates may engage in any trading strategies described herein for their own account or on a discretionary basis on behalf of certain clients and as market conditions change, may
amend or change investment strategy including full and complete divestment. The trading interests of NBF and its affiliates may also be contrary to any opinions expressed in this Report.
NBF or its affiliates often act as financial advisor, agent or underwriter for certain issuers mentioned herein and may receive remuneration for its services. As well NBF and its affiliates
and/or their officers, directors, representatives, associates, may have a position in the securities mentioned herein and may make purchases and/or sales of these securities from time to
time in the open market or otherwise. NBF and its affiliates may make a market in securities mentioned in this Report. This Report may not be independent of the proprietary interests of
NBF and its affiliates.
This Report is not considered a research product under Canadian law and regulation, and consequently is not governed by Canadian rules applicable to the publication and distribution of
research Reports, including relevant restrictions or disclosures required to be included in research Reports.
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UK Residents
This Report is a marketing document. This Report has not been prepared in accordance with EU legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and it
is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. In respect of the distribution of this Report to UK residents, NBF has approved the contents
(including, where necessary, for the purposes of Section 21(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). This Report is for information purposes only and does not constitute a
personal recommendation, or investment, legal or tax advice. NBF and/or its parent and/or any companies within or affiliates of the National Bank of Canada group and/or any of their
directors, officers and employees may have or may have had interests or long or short positions in, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales as principal or agent, or may act or
may have acted as market maker in the relevant investments or related investments discussed in this Report, or may act or have acted as investment and/or commercial banker with respect
hereto. The value of investments, and the income derived from them, can go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance. If an investment is denominated in a foreign currency, rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value of the investment. Investments which are illiquid may be
difficult to sell or realise; it may also be difficult to obtain reliable information about their value or the extent of the risks to which they are exposed. Certain transactions, including those
involving futures, swaps, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. The investments contained in this Report are not available to retail customers
and this Report is not for distribution to retail clients (within the meaning of the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority). Persons who are retail clients should not act or rely upon the
information in this Report. This Report does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for the securities described herein
nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.
This information is only for distribution to Eligible Counterparties and Professional Clients in the United Kingdom within the meaning of the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. NBF is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and has its registered office at 71 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 4HD.
NBF is not authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority to accept deposits in the United Kingdom.
U.S. Residents
National Bank of Canada Financial Inc. (NBCFI), a broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA), and a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC), is distributing this Report in the United States. NBCFI operates pursuant to a 15 a-6 Agreement with its
Canadian affiliate, NBF Inc.
This Report has been prepared in whole or in part by personnel employed by non-US affiliates of NBCFI that are not registered as broker/dealers in the US. These non-US personnel are
not registered as associated persons of NBCFI and are not licensed or qualified as research analysts with FINRA or any other US regulatory authority and, accordingly, may not be subject
(among other things) to FINRA restrictions regarding communications by a research analyst with the subject company, public appearances by research analysts and trading securities held
in a research analyst account.
The author(s) who prepared these Reports certify that this Report accurately reflects his or her personal opinions and views about the subject company or companies and its or their securities,
and that no part of his/her compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this Report as to the securities or companies.
NBF compensates the authors of this Report from a variety of sources, and such compensation is funded by the business activities of NBF including, Institutional Equity and Fixed Income
Sales and Trading, Retail Sales, the correspondent clearing business and Corporate and Investment Banking.
Because the views of its personnel may differ, members of the National Bank Financial Group may have or may in the future issue Reports that are inconsistent with this Report, or that
reach conclusions different from those in this Report. To make further inquiry related to this Report, United States residents should contact their NBCFI registered representative.
This document is intended for institutional investors and is not subject to all of the independence and disclosure standards under FINRA rules applicable to debt research
Reports prepared for retail investors. This Report may not be independent of the proprietary interests of NBF, NBCFI, or their affiliates. NBF, NBCFI, or their affiliates may
trade the securities covered in this Report for their own account and on a discretionary basis on behalf of certain clients. Such trading interests may be contrary to the
recommendation(s) offered in this Report.
HK Residents
With respect to the distribution of this report in Hong Kong by NBC Financial Markets Asia Limited (“NBCFMA”)which is licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”) to
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and none of the foregoing assume any loss suffered by you in reliance of such information.
The content of this report may contain information about investment products which are not authorized by SFC for offering to the public in Hong Kong and such information will only be
available to, those persons who are Professional Investors (as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong (“SFO”)). If you are in any doubt as to your status you should
consult a financial adviser or contact us. This material is not meant to be marketing materials and is not intended for public distribution. Please note that neither this material nor the product
referred to is authorized for sale by SFC. Please refer to product prospectus for full details.
There may be conflicts of interest relating to NBCFMA or its affiliates’ businesses. These activities and interests include potential multiple advisory, transactional and financial and other
interests in securities and instruments that may be purchased or sold by NBCFMA or its affiliates, or in other investment vehicles which are managed by NBCFMA or its affiliates that may
purchase or sell such securities and instruments.
No other entity within the National Bank of Canada group, including National Bank of Canada and National Bank Financial Inc, is licensed or registered with the SFC. Accordingly, such
entities and their employees are not permitted and do not intend to: (i) carry on a business in any regulated activity in Hong Kong; (ii) hold themselves out as carrying on a business in any
regulated activity in Hong Kong; or (iii) actively market their services to the Hong Kong public.
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